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21 Limestone Crescent, Forster, NSW 2428

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 701 m2 Type: House

Todd Hinsby

0265550101

https://realsearch.com.au/21-limestone-crescent-forster-nsw-2428
https://realsearch.com.au/todd-hinsby-real-estate-agent-from-wiseberry-forster


$1,575,000 TO $1,625,000

A testament to elegance and refined living, this remarkable residence stands as an architectural marvel in Forster's

esteemed enclave, The Grange. Set atop a generous 701 Sqm block, this home showcases an exquisite blend of opulence,

functionality, and captivating vistas. Step into an abode that radiates sophistication across two meticulously crafted

levels. Four expansive bedrooms beckon with airy, light-filled spaces, each meticulously designed for comfort and

relaxation. The premier suite stands as a sanctuary, boasting a sleek ensuite and a commodious walk-in robe, ensuring a

haven of tranquility within the home. The residence is a symphony of thoughtful design, featuring an inviting kitchen

adorned with top-tier appliances, stained timber accents, and a sprawling white stone island bench that invites culinary

delights and doubles as a gathering hub for family and friends. The kitchen seamlessly connects to an open-plan layout

adorned with high cathedral ceilings, housing the lounge and dining areas. Picture-perfect moments are assured by the

modern slow combustion fireplace, offering warmth and ambiance during cozy evenings indoors while framing

breathtaking views of the Cape Hawke mountains. Entertainment finds its zenith here, with a dedicated media room

providing a cinematic experience for all. Step outside to a captivating alfresco area designed for hosting memorable

gatherings. This outdoor haven boasts a built-in BBQ, a convenient bar fridge, and a prep area, elevating every social

occasion to an extraordinary affair. The exterior is a testament to meticulous landscaping and design, featuring a Palm

Springs themed Facade and backyard adorned with rare imported Spanish white bricks, stained timber walkways, and

enchanting solar lighting that bestows an ethereal charm after dusk. An outdoor shower, strategically placed for

post-beach indulgence, complements the functional aspects of this dream home.Practicality meets luxury with a large

double car remote lock-up garage, side carport for additional vehicles or recreational equipment, and flat street access for

convenience.This property is not just a home; it's an embodiment of coastal opulence and refined living. To embark on a

journey through the beauty of 21 Limestone Crescent, contact Todd Hinsby at Wiseberry Forster on 0409 624 193. Seize

the opportunity to claim this quintessential coastal paradise and elevate your lifestyle amidst sheer elegance and serenity.

NOTE - If you would like to view this property, Please wear shoes that are easy to remove as we wont be allowing shoes on

the polished floorboards, If you have a medical issue preventing this please let the agent know in advance.   


